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It is said that the child did not cry, she got up from the ground with difficulty and wanted to
put that The pretty little brother pulled up.

But the little brother’s hands were broken, but he remained silent.

When Levi ran over, he patted and talked about the child’s skirt, and then went to see the
person opposite.

“I’m sorry, my sister didn’t do it on purpose. She’s not very sensible, are you all right?” Levi
helped the little brother across from him.

The little boy is very beautiful, with a mixed-race look, and he is white and tender and very
gentle.Also very introverted.

He looked at Levi and pursed his lips.

A soft and waxy little girl who looks beautiful and delicate, like a cute little princess. Levi
couldn’t help but take a few more glances at her and shook his head.

The little boy rubbed his bruised hand casually on his body and turned to leave.
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Levi took his hand: “You are injured, shall I ask my daddy to help you?”

The little boy shook his head and withdrew his hand.
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Levi thought The little boy was speechless from the pain, so he pulled him and didn’t let him
go.

Levi went to look anxiously and said, “Sister follow me.”

Levi took The little boy to the fountain in the center of the garden.

The small fountain was dripping with water, delicate and beautiful. The shallow water fell on
the ground, and the children who came over said that the eyes of the children were bright.

Levi went to the water’s edge to help the little boy wash his hands before drying him with his
own handkerchief.

Apologise to him solemnly: “I’m sorry, my sister won’t apologize, I’ll say it for her.” The little
boy stared at Levi for a while, then shook his head.

It seems to be saying it’s okay.

But Levi couldn’t understand it, and he anxiously wanted to explain something.

The little boy took out a pen and paper from his pocket, and slowly wrote: “It’s okay.”

Levi was a little stunned. The little boy doesn’t speak but writes, not because he doesn’t
forgive them, but because he can’t speak?

But Aida taught Levi to be polite with children.

Levi smiled and took the little boy’s hand: “What’s your name? My name is Levi, and we will
be classmates from now on.”

The little boy’s eyes lit up, and he lowered his head restrainedly.

He wrote his name on the paper and showed it to Levi.

“Easton Ferguson.” Levi said softly.
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If it wasn’t for the fact that he was surrounded by various tutors since he was a child, he
would not necessarily know these words.

Levi smiled, “Then we are friends.”

It went straight up from classmates to friends.

Easton was obviously very happy. He said that the children had already sat on the steps
next to the fountain, happily playing with water.

Levi also didn’t forget to introduce his sister: “This is my sister, talk about my sister.”

Easton nodded, walked over and sat next to the little girl talking about her, looking at her
without blinking.

Talking about how cute and beautiful the child is, he has never seen such a beautiful sister.

Levi sat on the other side of the conversation and helped her pull up her wet skirt.

Talking about the little friend looked at Easton with a smile, her eyes were crooked like the
moon, she smiled and touched his face, but little Easton didn’t dare to move.

She also wanted to kiss him. But Levi stopped her in time and explained patiently: “Easton’s
not your father, don’t admit the wrong person.”

After Grant and the others finished talking, they couldn’t see the child in the blink of an eye.

Clayton frowned and stood up, looking in the direction of the flower bed.

The principal quickly appeased them: “Maybe it’s playing in the water. The small fountain
over there is very interesting. It’s a small fountain designed by a world-renowned designer.
The students like it…”

Before finishing speaking, Clayton impatiently got up to look for it.

Grant clicked his tongue in the back, looked at Nicole and said, “Just tie the talk to him, I
can’t bear to send it to school, and I can’t bear it after I haven’t seen it for a few minutes…”
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Nicole tutted With a sigh, “Brother, this is the reaction that my father should have.”

Grant choked.

Aida snorted lightly, looked at Grant indifferently, and silently complained of her
dissatisfaction.

Grant smiled lightly and said nothing.

Nicole raised her eyes and looked at Clayton’s anxious pace, and turned around a few times
inside. She frowned slightly and stood up: “I’ll go take a look too.”

Maybe it was because Nicole encountered too many dangers before, and she had lingering
fears, so she suddenly thought of a bad direction.

She don’t know if Clayton is the same as her. But as soon as she approached, she heard
Clayton’s gentle and gentle voice: “The princess dress we talked about is all wet, are you
having fun?”

Nicole breathed a sigh of relief and walked over.

The scenery in the middle of the garden is very unique, and it is carefully designed at first
glance, similar to a maze, but also very attractive.

The sound of the small fountain falling on the ground was very pleasant. It is a small
fountain of flowing water with an S-shaped curve. The water flow is not large or deep. It will
only form a thin layer of water when it falls on the ground, and then it will seep down.

Talking about the child being surrounded by two little brothers, he looked happy.

Clayton squatted down and grabbed the water on her skirt before picking her up.

“Are you happy?”

Talk about the children’s serious repetition: “Happy, are you?”

“Happy, ah!”
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Clayton was amused. He picked Levi up as well, and then looked at Easton on the other
side.

The moment Clayton saw Easton, his movements froze and his eyes froze slightly.

The smile also sank.

When Nicole followed, she also smiled: “She really can’t go to school like this, so she should
stay at home for a few more years.”

For a moment.

A smile appeared on Clayton’s face.

Clayton looked back at Nicole with warm eyebrows and smiled casually: “What you said
makes sense.”

Nicole opened her hands to hug him, but was stopped by Clayton: “She’s all wet, don’t touch
your hands, be careful to get your clothes dirty.”

Nicole raised her eyebrows and took hand in to back.

Well, what he said makes sense.

Looking down at Easton, he looked familiar, but he couldn’t tell where he was.

Nicole confirmed that she hadn’t seen it.

Easton stared at her for a while. It seems that he knows Nicole.

Clayton coughed heavily.

Easton immediately withdrew his gaze, and seemed to be dodging and standing there.

The little friend Levi took his hand: “Auntie, this is our new friend. He also likes to talk about
my sister.”
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Nicole smiled, “Really? Then congratulations to your angry little friend, you have a new friend
so soon. “

Clayton glanced at Easton with a vague look in his eyes. Although he had a smile at the
corner of his mouth, the smile did not reach the bottom of his eyes.

When looking at Easton, there is always a bit of coldness and alienation.

Clayton took Nicole’s hand and said, “Okay, let’s go first, talk about getting wet and going to
catch a cold.”

Nicole nodded immediately. She smiled at Easton, then dragged Levi and walked out.

The students who can attend this school come from different backgrounds.

Maybe a child from a well-known family?

So Nicole didn’t think much, turned around and walked out. When Clayton turned around, his
face sank a little.
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Grant and Aida were sitting there without moving. Levi walked over obediently and shared
his new friend: “Mummy, he’s my new friend, he’s not angry even if my sister bumped into
him…”
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Grant casually listened while watching Clayton holding his daughter.

Just when they were about to leave early, they suddenly heard the principal interject:

“Oh, that male classmate who always likes to be alone. He can’t speak. He is the son of
President Eric Ferguson.”

Grant’s eyes were slightly lowered. Squinting, his face instantly turned cold.

Aida frowned: “Eric’s son? Why is he here?”

The son who just recognized him was thrown at the boarding school?

The principal smiled: “Yes, that child is introverted and obedient, and quite smart, but…Mr.
Ferguson never showed up, and it was all done by someone else, and he followed the
school’s regulations and went back once a week. “
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Nicole stood there, turning his head slightly.

The little boy who had been looking at her just now was Eric and Angie’s son?

No wonder Nicole felt so familiar, it turned out to be somewhat similar to Eric.

Clayton walked over lightly and said coaxingly: “Brother and sister-in-law, I’ll go back and
change clothes first.”

Aida nodded quickly: “Come on, don’t catch a cold.”

Grant smiled, walked over and pulled the little hand that talked about: “Follow me. Bye,
uncle?”

He said shamelessly, withdrew his arms around Clayton’s neck, and wanted to go back to
play in the water.

Grant and Clayton laughed, Grant looked at Levi: “Goodbye aunt and uncle.”
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Levi was still very obedient, “Goodbye aunt and uncle.”

Clayton nodded with a smile, and responded gently: “Goodbye.”

Nicole went over and kissed Levi’s forehead: “Goodbye…”

Levi: “…”

Clayton took Nicole with one hand, and talked about the children with the other. Going out
without looking back.

Nicole didn’t even have time to appreciate the layout of the school.

She got into the car.

Talk about the spirit of the child is left.

She don’t understand how Daddy, who has always followed his own, brought her back so
strongly this time. He reached out to hug Mommy, but was stopped by Clayton.

“Don’t make trouble with Mommy, your clothes are all wet, what should I do if Mommy is
sick?”

She pouted and covered her ears. She didn’t understand, but she knew it wasn’t a good
word.

“Daddy…”

She closed her eyes and slid into Clayton’s arms, acting like a spoiled child was always
effective.

Nicole smiled on the side, and suddenly clicked:

“Eric and Angie’s son are here, why didn’t Angie come?”

Clayton’s eyes widened, and he casually replied, “She was forced to leave the country at first,
if she came back, the above It will definitely attract attention.”
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“Yes.”

Nicole felt reasonable and nodded.

“But Liliana was caught, she doesn’t want to take revenge, right? Should we prepare earlier?”

Clayton looked at her sideways, with gentle comfort in his eyes: “I will arrange it, don’t worry,
she doesn’t have that. The ability to take revenge.”

Nicole was silent for a few seconds, then sighed: “It’s a surprise that Angie became the final
winner.”

Clayton twitched the corners of his mouth.

Nicole still regarded Angie as a lucky fool.

Clayton didn’t want to explain too much, so as not to make her worry for no reason.

Clayton squeezed Nicole’s hand: “It’s only temporary.”

If a woman like Angie is allowed to develop and grow, she will definitely become a big
hidden danger in the future.

How could he just watch her have the ability to deal with him in the future?

It’s just that he doesn’t want to act so fast now.

Because he felt that Eric would be more anxious than himself.

He stroked his brows, patted the little boy’s back and said, “What are you shivering, is it
cold?”

… When Nicole got out of the car, Mr. Anderson greeted him and said with a smile: “Miss, the
people from the Lindstrom family are here. They’ve been waiting in the living room for a
while. The chairman is not there, so I told you to come back and deal with it.”

Nicole clicked her tongue and frowned, “My dad is so quick.”
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With that said, she went straight to the living room.

Undoubtedly, it was for Samuel’s business.

It’s just that Nicole doesn’t know if Samuel is back. It looks like there should be news.

Clayton followed behind, holding Lil Chatty and coaxing her. He kept making her happy, and
then he kissed her little head. “Besides brother Levi, don’t talk to other brothers outside in
the future, you know? Be careful that you are being deceived.”

Clayton was very happy when he said that the child spit out a bubble with joy and stained
his clothes.

As soon as Nicole entered, the two members of the Lindstrom family stood up, and Samuel
was on the side.

Mr. Lindstrom and Mrs. Lindstrom were very excited, and the gifts they brought were placed
on the ground: “Miss Stanton, we took the liberty to come to disturb us, and I really can’t
wait to thank you and the general manager for your help.

Samuel can come back safely, thanks to the President…”

Mr. Lindstrom and Mrs. Lindstrom were said excitedly with joy on their faces.

Nicole smiled and stepped forward politely: “My uncle and aunt are too polite. My father
said that, he can help if he can. Although it took a lot of effort and almost paid an
irreparable price, but fortunately There is no danger…”

Nicole’s words, Mr. Lindstrom and Mrs. Lindstrom could not understand.

But Samuel understood. He didn’t know that he returned home after a few days of drifting at
sea. The lack of food and fresh water completely broke his mind. But he knew he deserved
it.

After finally crossing the sea, Samuel came back, and he had to accompany the smiling face
to thank him. There was so much complexity and reluctance in his heart, but looking at
Clayton’s cold aura, it disappeared in an instant.
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Samuel stood up and looked at Clayton and nodded: “President Sloan.”

Clayton carried his daughter upstairs without looking sideways, without even looking at him.

Mr. Lindstrom and Mrs. Lindstrom looked at each other.

They originally planned to take this opportunity to have a good relationship with the Stanton
family, so that it would not be difficult for them to ask Clayton in the future.

But looking at Clayton’s attitude, why is there such a big difference from the previous two
visits? They were just happy to see their son come back. Then didn’t notice that when
Samuel came back, his face was already thin and sunken.

Nicole smiled, knowing that he didn’t say it because of the positioning device installed on
Samuel’s body to prevent him, which caused him to care about dangerous things.

Who doesn’t mind?

Nicole also felt disgusted in her heart. But Samuel did not know that it would bring such
serious consequences.

It doesn’t make sense to blame him.

Nicole sorted out her emotions and said with a smile, “Will you stay for dinner?”

Mr. Lindstrom and Mrs. Lindstrom were stunned, and quickly stood up and waved: “No, no,
we still have a lot of things to do. we just want to return home.”

Nicole nodded. Nodding, standing up: “That’s not to be sent.”
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